Instructions to Candidates

In the boxes above, write your centre number, candidate number, your surname, initials and signature. Use an HB pencil or a blue or black pen. Do not use coloured pencils or crayons.
Good luck!

Good luck!

Good luck!

Good luck!
Hello kids, hello boys and girls. Today’s test is Breakthrough. Tasks One and Two are listening. Good luck and have fun!!

1. Task One: Can I Learn the Guitar? (16 marks)

Anna arrives home from school and talks to her mum, Mrs Brown, about some new clubs at school. Listen to their conversation and put a cross (x) in the box under each correct answer. The first one is an example.

You will hear the conversation twice. Listen carefully!

Example: What time did the Music Club meeting finish?

4.00pm 4.30pm 5.30pm
A   B  x  C

1. Where did Anna go after the meeting?

A   B   C

2. Which woman is Mrs Taylor?

A   B   C
3. How many weeks has Mrs Taylor been at Anna’s school?

A □
B □
C □

4. What instrument can Mrs Taylor play best?

A □
B □
C □

5. When is Anna going to go to Guitar Club?

A □
B □
C □

6. How many guitars has the school got for the children?

A □
B □
C □
7. Which shop sells the cheapest guitars?

- The Music Centre
- Music 4U
- Music For All

8. What instrument did Mrs Brown play at school?

- Keyboard
- Guitar
- Piano

(Total 16 marks)
2. **Task Two: Guitar Lessons for Anna (14 marks)**

A few weeks later Mrs Brown phones her friend, Alice, about some guitar lessons for Anna. Listen to their conversation and give a short answer to each question. The first one is an example.

You will hear the conversation twice. Listen carefully!

**Example:**

Who answers the phone?

Kelly

1. Where is Alice when Mrs Brown phones?

2. Why does Anna want extra guitar lessons?

3. How long has Alice been in her new job?

4. Why did Alice leave the music school?

5. How many students does Alice teach at the moment?

6. What day is best for Alice to give Anna guitar lessons?

7. What time is Anna going to phone Alice?

(Total 14 marks)

**That is the end of the listening tasks. Now go on to task three.**
3. **Task Three: An Invitation from Alice (15 marks)**

Alice phones Anna and asks her some questions. What are her questions? Write them in the spaces. The first one is an example.

Alice: *(Example)*

Anna: This is Anna speaking.

Alice: ..............................................................?

Anna: Yes I have. I went to a concert last year.

Alice: ..............................................................?

Anna: With my mum and dad. We saw Rafa Delreal.

Alice: ..............................................................?

Anna: It was fantastic. Rafa was great.

Alice: ..............................................................?

Anna: This Saturday? I haven’t got any plans.

Alice: ..............................................................?

Anna: A concert with you? I’d love to.

*(Total 15 marks)*
4. Task Four: The Day of the Concert (5 marks)

Look at the pictures of Anna and Alice on the day of the concert. Draw a line from the pictures to the correct words. The first one is an example.

Be careful. There are two extra sentences.

We’re nearly at my house, Alice.

If you like, I can give you a lesson tomorrow.

Can you be ready in fifteen minutes?

This is fantastic.

We’re near the front in row five.

Excuse me. Is she going to the concert hall?

Did you have a good time with Alice?

Have you shown me your tickets?
5. **Task Five: Anna Emails Alice (10 marks)**

The next week, Anna writes an email to Alice. Fill in the gaps USING ONE WORD IN EACH GAP. The first one is an example.

Hi Alice

I (example) am at school now and I (1) just had a guitar lesson. I am getting much (2) now and my teacher is very happy with me.

Next month we (3) having a concert at our school.

(4) you like to come? I think you (5) enjoy it. I am (6) to play guitar and sing some songs.

(7) you like, you can bring Kelly with you. Please let me know (8) I will need to get tickets for you.

Thank you again (9) taking me to the guitar concert. I will (10) forget it.

Anna
6. Task Six: The Music Competition (20 marks)

Later in the year, Anna takes part in a music competition. Look at the pictures and write the story. You must use all the pictures.

Write about 75 words.
Task 6
(Total 20 marks)

TOTAL FOR PAPER: 80 MARKS

THAT IS THE END OF THE TEST